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In the hinterland of Nice, between rolling hills and steep valleys, cycling becomes much more than a
simple means of locomotion. It's an invitation to discover the raw beauty of nature, to savor the
freshness of the air and to feel the gratifying effort of climbing winding slopes.

440 €
Price per person 
Based on 2 people

Price :

A day to suit you!
Your tailor-made cycling trip, accompanied by a former professional cyclist, just for you!
Whether you're a family, a group of friends, a couple or on your own, you decide the route and
the objective for the day: a performance, a mountain pass, a time trial, or discovering,
sightseeing and wandering.
Whether you're looking for a ride along the coast, or a ride in the hinterland, anything goes!
You can visit the villages of the region: St Paul de Vence, Eze, etc.
If you're more of a mountain person, then head for the back country, with its more or less
challenging passes.
The cime de la Bonnette is a mecca for climbers, perched at an altitude of 2802m, and the
asphalt road leading up to it is the highest road in France! Breathtaking panoramas await you.
Tour de France fan? Climb the Col de la Couillole on the stage that the yellow jersey and the
peloton will be following this summer during the Tour de France!

You can hire a road bike for an additional charge.



GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE EXPERIMENT
This activity is available all year round, subject to weather conditions.
Accompanied by a former professional cyclist - we cannot guarantee a specific name (if one is not available, we will
find another former professional cyclist for the outing).
Minimum booking period: 3 weeks (the time required to order the cycling shirts). 
The agency accepts no liability in the event of an accident or incident during the outing. The cyclist's role is only to
accompany and not to supervise. 
When registering, customers must present a medical certificate stating that they are not contraindicated in the practice
of a physical activity.

Cancellation conditions:
35% cancellation fee for cancellations made more than 31 days before departure. 
50% cancellation fee for cancellations made 31 days or more before departure.
75% cancellation charge from 16 days before departure. 
100% cancellation charge from 8 days before departure.
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Discussions prior to the outing with the top-level cyclist to define the day's objectives.
Customised route according to your level, your wishes, the season and the weather.
 Private coaching from a former professional cyclist during the day.
One personalised jersey per person.
Unpicnic lunch (sandwich & drink).

THIS EXPERIENCE INCLUDES :

Hire or loan of road bike and equipment. Bike equipment hire ( +75 euros/ bike/day - Lapierres Xelius SL 7.0 type
bike, with pump and repair kit).
Your personal expenses.
What is not mentioned in "This price includes".

THIS EXPERIENCE DOES NOT INCLUDE :
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